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STATE OF WISCONSIN CIRCUIT COURT MANITOWOC COUNTY

Srerg or WIscoNsIN. eA*cnsnoscolsffr

fT"#Hb

a.

SrsvEw A. Avnny,

Plaintiff, F[$ u 6 ?oo7

#tHffiK SF #!fl*$fff? *Str&T Case No. 2005-CF-381

Defendant.

DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SEQUENTIAL
INDEPENDENT TESTING AND FUNDING

steven A' Avery, by counsel, now moves the Court for an order granting relief

as follows:

A' Recognizing that defense testing will have to be sequential to

completion of EDTA quantitation testing by the FBI Labor atory;

B' Either declaring a mistrial or making arrangements for a continuance

of several months that will be necessary after the FBI completes its testing and

discloses both a validated protocol and its results to the defense; and

c' Providingpublic fundingfor EDTA quantitation testing, as a matter of

due process.

As grounds for this motion, Mr. Avery explains:
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1" Background' In advance of the December 15, 2006,deadline that this

Court set for both motions in limine and general discovery in the octob er 19,2006,

pretrial scheduling order, counsel for Mr. Avery disclosed to the state and the court
the fact that the court file in Mr. Avery's 1985 conviction for attempted murder and

sexual assault contained a box that bore a label suggesting that a whole blood

sample from Mr' Avery was in the box. The defense of course did not know the

acfual contents of the box, because defense counsel thoughtitimproper to open the

box aione, given its potential evidentrary importance. Although Mr. Avery had

claimed publicly in November 2005 that someone must have planted his blood if it
was in Ms' Halbach's car, the state evidently never checked the 1985 court file,

which is and was a public record. The defense did.

After the Court took custody of the box at issue, the parties opened the box

jointly and videotaped the process on Decembe r 14,2006. The box did contain a vial

of blood, marked with steven Avery's name, and still liquid. This discovery

prompted several moves.

First' the state sought an order excluding the blood vial or, alternativeiy, an

order "to have the vial of blood analyzed, which may necessitate a continuance.,,

state's Notice of Motion and Motion to Exclude Blood vial Evidence (Jan uary z,
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2007)' specifically, the state's memorandum supporting its motion made the

following assertions, among others:

a' "At the latest, the defense was aware of the existence of this vial

of blood on July 20,2006." state's Memorandum at 1 (Janu ary 3,2007).

b' "[I]ndependent testing by the Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI) will establish whether this vial of blood could be a source for any of steven

Averyfs blood found in Teresa Halbach's suv.- state,s Memorandum at 5.

c. The state wished an "opporfunity to chemicaily test and/or

quantitate the volume of blood remaining in the vial." State's Memorandum at 6.

d' Two labs capable of conducting appropriate testing existed: the

FBI Laboratory and National Medical services in willow Grove, pennsylvania.

State's Memorandum at 6.

e' "The State would not object to a defense admissibility of scientific

evidence motion and would conduct such a hearing." State's Memorandum at 6.

f ' "The FBI, however, will require 3 to Amonths from the receipt of

the samples to complete the testin g." state,s Memorandum at 6.

g' Although the state suspected that testing would prove that the

blood in the vial is not the blood of Mr. Avery found in Teresa Halbach,s car, the

state also wrote,"on the other hand, if independent testing shows that the vial of
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blood could be the source of the defendanfs blood found in Teresa Halbach,s

vehicle' then clearly a miscarriage of justice will be avoided by having that blood

subjected to analysis prior to the tria|." State,s Memorandum at g.

2' The Court conducted a hearing in Chilton on Thursday afternoorL

January 4,2007, atwhich the parties and the Court discussed further the state,s

motion. That hearing incruded the folowing pertinent comments:

a' on behalf of the state, ADA Norm Gahn asserted that the defense

had " a responsibility unde r 971.23, the discovery statute, to tell us about this and

give us the opporfunity to test this. Because this is _ 1ft|s is the crux of the case, this

vial of blood now." Transcript at B (January 4,2004. Mr. Gahn did not remind the

Court that the defense disclosed this potential evidence at least nine days (and

perhaps 30 or more days) before the discovery deadline that the Court had set,

7/4/07 Tt"l'A, and well before the defense knew whether the box would contain

anything that the defense might want to offer into evidence at trial.

b' The state predicted thattestingby the FBI "may take three to four
months" and requested a continuance, if the Court was to admit the blood vial

evidence at all. l/ 4/07 Tr. j.0.

c' Mr' Gahn expressed a strong preference to send the vial of biood

to the FBI' He explained , "r donot care to send it to National Medical services. we
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want to send it to the FBr." r/4/0T Tr.28. He expressed the view that FBI

experience and methodology would be to the state's "benefit,should there be an

admissibility hearing down the road." 1/ 4/ 07 Tr.2g. He wanted to test the blood

at " acredible, meaningful laborato ry.,, 1. / 4/ 07 Tr. Zg.

d' Indeed, in light of severe judicial criticism of EDTA testing by

National Medical services (from the New Jersey supreme Court and the united
states District court for the Southern District of California), ADA Gahn conceded

when the Court asked if he agreed that the defense could not rely on the capabilities

of National Medical services, "No, I agree, I do not berieve that that is an

appropriate lab to send it to.,, 7/ 4/ 07 Tr. 29.

e' ADA Gahn also explained to the Court that the FBI could not

complete testing on a timeline faster than three to four months because it presently

was recalibrating instruments. l/ 4/ 07 Tr. g2_gg.

The defense opposed the state's motiory unless Mr. Avery were released on

bail' were Mr' Avery released on bail, the defense did not oppose a continuance.

on January 4, the Court took the motion under advisement.

3' On JanuarY 9, 2007, the Court issued a written decision and order

denying the state's motion for a continuance to analyzethe blood vial. The Cour/s

decision included the folrowing pertinent comments:
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a. The Court described Mr. Avery,s position _ correctly _ in
these terms: "The defendant does not oppose the concept of testing, but does oppose

an adjournment of the trial to facilitate such testing unless the Court modifies bail

to facilitate the defendant's release. In addition, the defendant asks to reserve the

right to challenge not only the significance of any results received as a result of such

testing, but the validity of any testing process itself." Decision and orde r at 4-b

(January 9,2007).

b. rnCooper a. Brorun,No. 04-CV -6s6Hsrip op. (s.D. Car. June 2005),

a federal district court noted (and this Court observed) that "[T]he testing process

for EDTA there took more than one year because of the lack of any stand ardized

protocols for testing." Decision and order at 6, citin g Cooper a. Brown.

c' Again relying on Cooper a. Brown, the Court concluded that.

"There are no standardized protocols for testing the concentration levels of EDTA

present in a particular sample." Decision and orde r at 6.

d. This Court continued, "More significantly, there are no

established scientific standards for interpreting the significance of levels of EDTA

found in any particular sample." Decision and orde r at 6.
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e' The Courtthen denied anadjournmentbecause EDTA testresults

"lack the probative value and evidentiary certainty of other scientific evidence,,,

even though they might be admissible in wisconsin. Decision and order at g.

f- Commenting again on "some unspecified new testing method,,

that the FBI has developed, Decision and order at 8, the Court implied in its order

that it understood that defense testing would have to be sequential, not concurrent.

"The court is not satisfied that an adjournment to facilitate EDTA testing would only

require a three to four month delay of the triar," the Court wrote. ,,Even if the FBI

conducted its testing within the time frame provided to the state, the defense,

should it be dissatisfied with the FBI test results, would probably be entitled to

conduct a test of its own' This is especially tikely given the absence of scientifically

accepted protocols for the testing of EDTA in [sic] the interpretation of results.,,

Decision and Order atB-9.

4' on January 31,,2007, the day after the Court rured the brood viar

admissible at trial, the state filed a motion to permit it to send blood from the vial

to the FBI Laboratory' Although the state was vague about what exact tests it
expected the FBI to perform, it told the Court that "due to the intercession of the us
Attorney's office, the FBI may be able to perform some scientific testing of the blood

vial, for use in the state's rebuttal case." State's Motion for Release of Blood vial
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Evidence at 1 (Januaty 37,200n. The court granted that motion on February 2,

2007 
' 
the Friday before trial commenced. The Court rejected defense arguments that

testing now for use in rebuttal was unfair and too late, and that in the alternative a
continuance was necessary to permit sequential defense testing for surrebuttal.

\Alhen the Court accepted defense counsel's request to ask Mr. Gahn if he is

aware "of one credible laboratory that presently , tod.ay,can do EDTA testing of the

exact sort he proposes to do, other than the FBr," Transcript at 50 (February 2,2002),

Mr. Gahn answered:

No, Your Honor, but I wil say this much, they are making it sound rikethis is something that is so unusuar. The FBI doesn,t iutinery andnormally do this, nor does - first of all, because ifls rarely asked for bythe state. Ar.so, I suspect private iaboratories do not engage in it
:::#:::^ere,s,,o 

*or,Ly in it, because it is so rarety asked f-o, on uny

But that doesn't mean that a university research facility,or any otherlaboratory that has the 
. 
machinery and instruments or gaschromato#aph and ail the instru*"rri, wanted, cannot ramp up forthis test and tool _ retool their 

"qr'rip_.r,t.;;
2/2/07 Tr. 50.

Defense counsel then laid ouf at pages 51-54of the February 2 transcript, a

short description of an anticipated written motion. This motion now elaborates

upon that argument.
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5' EDTA Testing' The Court should understand what tests the state

presumably is hoping the FBI now can do. Identifying EDTA in the blood vial, or

in the drops and smears of steven Avery's blood on Teresa Halbach,s car, is not
helpful to either side' The blood vial itself has a purple cap, which means that it was

manufactured to contain EDTA to preserve blood injected into it. Everyone

understands that there will be EDTA in the blood in the vial. Further, because

EDTAis so ubiquitouslypresentinthe environment, includingincommonproducts

used to ciean and preserve automobiles, everyone expects that there will (or at least

likely may be) detectibre revers of EDTA in the brood on the car.

The only potentially useful EDTA test that the FBI might do, then, is

quantitative' It might seek to determine the relative quantities of EDTA present in
identical volumes of blood in the vial, and blood in the Toyota. If there were a stark

difference in relative concentration of EDTA in the two blood samples, adjusted for
volume' then the state might have an argument that it could prove the blood not

planted' That is, the state could contend that the blood in the Toyota could not have

come from the vial.

But there currently is no publicly available protocol for conducting such tests.

Neither is it clear that anyone - the FBI included - ever successfully has done a

reliable quantitative analysis of EDTA in blood left at a crime scene. one problem
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is that there apPear to be no data establishing the rate of degradation of EDTA in

different environments, or indeed, in any environment in which EDTA is exposed

to air, heat, cold, precipitatiory background pH levels, electrical conductivity,

oxidation, or other environmental insults.

There appears no reported case anywhere in the country in which quantitative

testing of EDTA, or testimony about such testing, ever has been admitted.

As of its January 9 decision and order, then, Mr. Avery believes the Court was

cotrect: there presently is no scientifically accepted protocol for quantitative testing

of EDTA' Further, the state already has conceded, rightly, that there are only two

labs that might attempt to develop such a protocol and conduct testing of this sort:

the FBI and National Medical services. of those two, the state alone has access to

the FBI Laboratory. The state also has consulted with National Medical Services on

this case, which caused the laboratory chief there to call ADA Norm Gahn before

even refurning a telephone inquiry from defense counsel. Much more importantly,

even if the state waived the conflicf National Medical Services no longer is a

credibie lab in the area of EDTA testing and the state has acknowledged that, too,

in open court on both January 4 andFebruary 2.

on Februaty 15,2007,iustlastweek, the FBI Laboratory issued a protocol for

the EDTA testing the state proposes here. That protocol is marked ,,Revision: 
0,,,
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meaning that it is a first draft. so it appears that the FBI now has a fresh protocol,

perhaps in draft form or at least unrevised, for EDTA tests that the state wishes

done' But that protocol never has been validated by the FBI, let alone by

independent peer review, so far as defense counsel know. It is hard to imagine how
validation could have occurred, when the first draft of the protocol is hardly one

week old.

Matters today stand as follows. orly one lab in North America, or maybe in
the world' apparently is equipped and willing to undertake to establish a protocol

for quantitative testing of EDTA; that is the FBI Laboratory. once the FBI

implements its new protocol and undertakes testing, the ensuingresults necessarily

will be very unlike other scientifically-accepted testing, for example of DNA by

conlmon methods or of controlled substances for identification. The EDTA

quantitative testing results will be new science, ready only for peer review and

efforts of other scientists to assess the falsifiability of the FBI procedure and results

(falsifiability in the scientific sense: that is, can the results be duplicated consistently

by others and are there unconsidered variables that might call into question the

reliability of the conclusion of the experimenters). In other words, the results here

will be akin to cutting-edge work that would be pubtished in peer-reviewed

scientific journals' Those results will not be akin to a mere application of accepted
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procedures by foilowingwidely shared, peer-reviewed and validated protocols that
have survived examination for falsifiabil iW byothers in the scientific community.

For this reason, simultaneous defense testing is impossible. There is no
published or accepted protocol to follow, nothing yet for a peer to review or to seek

to duplicate' Neither protocol that is, lab procedure or structure of the

experiment itself - nor results can be examined for falsifi ability, because the

protocol yet has not been examined or validated by any other lab or researcher. And
no test results have been reported under that unvalidated new protocol. The correct

analogy is to scientific research that may in the end push out the edges of human

knowledge, but that has not yet been published or presented at a conference, and

thus remains for the moment the proprietary and ongoing work of one researcher.

Data that might permit a principled calculation of a curve of EDTA degradation in
a relevant environment do not exisf to defense counsel's knowledge, or are private,

unpublished and proprietary if they exist at all.

In Wisconsin, s 971.29(5),wis. srar,, controls scientific testing. That section

does not distinguish between a case-in-chief and rebuttal, so it is unlike the

discovery provisions on witnesses. Nothing ns 97L.23(5) permits unilateral access

to physical evidence for scientific testing, either. To the contrary, the stafute

concerns all physical evidence "which is intended to be introduced at the triar.,,
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regardless of by which party or when. And the vial of blood at issue here is
evidence that the defense, not the state, intended to infroduce at trial. How
surpassingly shange, then, that only the state will have an opportunity to test that
blood scientifically, and that the defense wilt be reft without time or means to

conduct independent testing or even to challenge the state's scientific testing.

The defense wishes to pursue testing for surrebuttal purposes. To do so,

defense counsel will have to obtain both results and protocol (valid ated.,if possible)

from the FBI Laboratory. Perhaps most difficult, the defense will have to obtain

reliable data on environmental degradation of EDTA, from which a curve or rate of
probable degradation could be calculated. Then the defense will have to find an

academic researcher or private laboratory that has an interest in advances in this

area' In effect, the defense will be seeking someone who might peer-review the

FBI's innovative work, out of professional interest or competitive incentive, and

either validate or invalidate the FBI's new protocol. This likely will be expensive.

There is no existing industry in this area,as there is for DNA testing. It is nascent

science, if it is good science at ali - even that is unknown, for want of peer review.

In short' the defense necessarily will be starting from scratch. Another way to look

at the problem is this: the defense will be in a position similar to a charitable
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benefactor offering a new grant to scientists willing to undertake new research in an

unexplored field of interest to the grant donor.

6' Indigency' steven Avery does not have the money to fund such a
project' Mr' Avery himself is destitute, other than his personal effects and a couple

of used cars and used snowmobiles. His lawyers long ago expended all available

client trust moneys on Mr. Avery's defense and have more than earned their own
fees' even before trial started. Hurley, Burish & stantory s.c., in particular has

dipped deeply into its own funds for out-of-pocket expenses such as expert

wifiresses' investigatiory and necessary trial expenses. Buting & williams, S.C., also

has shouldered some trial expenses, beyond available funds from the client. Mr.
Avery will submit on Monday, February 26,2007,in support of this motion a sealed

(but not ex parte) affidavit of Dean A. sfrang, detailing the financial straits of the

defense.

7' sequentialTesting.onsaturday,Febru 
ary 17,the defensereceivedfrom

the state the first draft of the FBI's protocol for the EDTA testing it proposes to

undertake' That protocol is about one week old, as of the filing of this motion. It has

not been revised. It rikery has not even been varidated.

Given the fact that the protocol itself is untested, and certainly has not gained

acceptance in the scientific communi ty after peer review and assessment of
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falsifiabitity' the first step for any responsible scientist would not be simply to follow
the protocol' The first step would be to assess whether the protocol itself is sound.

one aspect of that examination, of course, would be to consider the FBI,s results on
the maiden voyage of this new protocol. Do those resurts reflect adherence to the

protocol itself? or did the researchers find that the experience of testing under the

new protocol required immediate revision of the protocol? Are the stated results

consistent on their face with the protocor described? What methodological

weaknesses, if any, appear on the face of that protocol?

For obvious reasons, ther; any defense testing here must be sequential to

receipt of FBI Laboratory results. Trial is ongoing. Defense counsel, who are in
Chilton seven days a week (or at least six) have no sufficient time to conduct a

search of North America for academic or private researchers (perhaps including the

chemical industry) who may have a professional interest in peer-reviewing the FBI,s

work on EDTA quantitation and degradation.

Even if counsel had the time, their client has not the money. And if they had

both of those, hypothetically,the assessment of the protocol could not begin until
the results of the protocol's first implementation were known. Even then the

assessment of the protocol would have to be followed by independent testing, either

under that protocol if it passed muster of review by competent, independent peers
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in the relevant scientific communiw, or by u modified protocor if
assessment of the protocol revealed scientifically unacceptable

contamination contrors, in d.ata assumptions, in methodorogy, or

experimental controls to assure accuracy).

the initial

flaws (in

in other

None of that can begin during the remaining weeks of this triar, no matter
whose efforts are devoted to the project or what moneys are expended. The defense

does not have any results from the FBI yet, so even the estimate of three to four
weeks of trial remaining is meaningless. Examination of the protocol and

independent testing will have to be sequential to completion of the FBI,s work.

B' Mistrial or Adiournment. Unless the Court truly proposes rulings that
knowingly allow only the state to conduct testing of the blood vial that is crucial to
the defense that Mr' Avery presents, so that access to critical evidence is one-sided

and denied to the defense altogether for practical purposes , a deray of several

months' at a minimum, to permit d.efense testing will be necessary - if the Court
admits results of the state's testing. Nothing in the united states or wisconsin

Constifutions, in the wisconsin statutes, or in the strucfure of the adversary system

itself permits a Court to allow only one paftyaccess to critical evidence for scientific

testing, but not the other parry.
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This case bears strong similarify to Lrnited states u. KeIIy, 420 F.2d,26 (2d Cir.
7969)' There, the governmentperformed a new test on cocaine, neutron activation.

The defense learned of this test and its results only during trial. KeIIy,420F.2d at2g.

The ftial court refused to exciude the test results, and denied a motion for a one-

month continuance for the defense to carry out its own version of the new test. Id.

on appeal, the second Circuit reversed. That court noted that the government

sought to bolster an " already quite strong case by a concededry new and, to any

trier' quite dramatic demonstration of a method of determining trace elements in a
substance '" Id' at 29. "\Atrhile the newness of the test is not itself reason for
depriving the jury of its results, and the opportunity to weigh conflicting claims as

to its reliability, fairness requires that adequate notice be given to the defense to

check the findings and conclusions of the government's experts.,, Id. Thecourtheld

further that the goverrunenfls course "smacks too much of a kiar by ambus h,,, id.,

and that a new trial was required "with a fair opporfunity for the defense to run
its own" test. Id.

Here' Mr' Avery did not know the contents of the box in the Clerk,s office

until the same moment the state did, on December 14. Although defense counsel

had discovered the existence of the box (as opposed to

matters here) months earrier, they had no reason at a'

its contents, the vial that

to think that either party
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could perform any meaningful scientific examination of the contents. This is

important: there was then no reason to think that even the FBI could or would do
EDTA quantitation, and no one had a known or validated protocol for doing so.

Moreover' Mr' Avery did"disclose the existence of the box - which again,the state

also could have discovered as a public record - in advance of the discovery

deadline that this Court set. Discrosure was not untimery; it was earry.

Then' when the state used its resources to prevail upon the FBI to consider the

new test the state seeks, the state itself sought a continuance of the trial for the

purPose of testing' A continuance would have allowed the defense to conduct its
own testing/ as the Court itself recognized at least tacitly in its January 9 decision

and order' This Court wrote, "Even if the FBI conducted its testing within the time
frame provided to the state, the defense, should it be dissatisfied with the FBI test

results' would probably be entitled to conduct a test of its own. This is especially

likely given the absence of scientifically accepted protocols for the testing of EDTA

in [sic] the interpretation of results," Decision and order atg-9,in explaining why
it was not satisfied that only the three or four month continuance that the state

sought would be required.

Now' the state proposes to disclose during trial its test results, and

presumably to offer them into evidence, while giving the defense no opporfunity to
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meet that evidence with expert testimony or independent testing, or both. Indeed,
the defense first obtained from the state the very protocol to be used in testing

during this trial, after one week of testimony. The tests here are at least as novel as

the test in Kelly whete, unlike this case, the defense had an expert who conceded the
reliability of the process underlying the new test that the government conducted

there' KeIIy' 420F '2d atll' Mr. Avery has no way of assessing at this point, without
any known degradation data or curves and with a freshly minted, unvalidated

protocol' whether the basic principles of the FBI testing even are reliable.

And he certainly has no way to assess the reliability of the test results

themselves until he knows what they are, and whether the FBI in fact adhered to its

own new protocol' Independent testing would take longer still, because the defense

here would have to start from the very beginning in seeking a lab willing to become

the second (at least the secon d credible lab) in the counrry to undertake EDTA
quantitation testing, with only the FBI's unvalidated protocol as a starting point.

Even the prosecution conceded here that the defense would have to find a

"university research facility" or other rab that wouid ',ramp up,, antd.,,retoor,, its

equipment' 2/2/07 Tr' 50' That cannot happen during triar. so as a practicar

matter' the state asks the Court to allow only it to conduct scientific testing, and
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further asks the Court to deny the defense an opportunity to meet or refute that
novel, unvalidated testing.

The circumstances here fully implicate both fair trial and due process

concerns' Bluntly, the course that the state and Court currently are on will deny a

fair trial and deprive Mr. Avery of the basic due process opportunity to be heard

fully in his own defense' "A defendant has a constitutionaily protected privilege to
request and obtain from the prosecution evidence that is either material to the guilt
of the defendant or reievant to the punishment to be imposed.,, California a.

Trombetta,46T IJ.s.47g,4gs (rgg4). That right of access exceeds the right to
exculpatory information that would raise a reasonabre doubt about the accused,s

guiit' which the prosecution must disclose, if knowry even without specific defense

request. Trombetta, 467 U.S. at 485.

\Arhile it is too early to know whether tests of blood in the vial from the Clerk,s

office will be exculpatory' any request by the state to offer test results on the vial
clearly will embrace an assertion that such test results are material to guilt or

innocence' At a minimum, then, the blood vial is "evidentiary material,, that ,,could

have been subjected to tests, the results of which might have exonerated the

defendant." Arizonaa.youngblood,488u.s. s-r.,s7 (19g8). Thus,againataminimum,
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the state denies due process and fundamental fairness if it destroys or permanently

denies access to the brood viar in bad faith. youngblood,Aggu.s. 
at 58.

Hete' concededly the state has not destroyed or consumed the entire blood
vial in testing' Compare California u. Trombetta, 467 rJ.s. 47g (1gg4)(destruction of
breath samples in Intoxilyzer testing did not deny the accused due process, where

destruction was in good faith, the likelihood of exculpatory value was very low, and

thedefendanthadalternatemeanstodemonstratehisinnocence). 
Butinproceeding

with testing during ftial,with no alternate place or manner of testing available to the

defense' the state just as surely has put this evidence out of the defendant,s reach

when he could have used it to demonstrate his innocence as if the state had

destroyed it' only the state has the benefit of this brood vial and any testing that

might be done on iu Mr. Avery is denied benefit of the blood vial for testing that
might be put to use by his jury just as if the state had consumed the entire blood vial
in its own testing' Mr' Avery is no more able to test this vial and offer results to the

jury than if the vial did not exist at all after FBI testing. To make matters worse, the

state is proceeding with that testing after opposing on Februa ry 2,2007Mr. Avery,s

alternate request for a continuance to permit him a fair opportunity to conduct

independent testing and to chailenge any test results the state may obtain.
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The state knows that defense testing is impossible during trial, and impossible

until after FBI testing is complete and disclosed, for want of any other laboratory

presently able to undertake the testing and for want of any validated protocol or
publicly available data on degradation that would be necessary to conduct EDTA
quantitation testing' To seek to offer the results of state-conducted novel tests at Mr.
Avery's trial after thwarting Mr. Avery's effort to obtain a continuance so that he,

too' might conduct tests or dispute the FBI tests is to deny deliberately the necessary

access to evidence thatmay be material to guilt or innocence, so that defense testing
or challenge might develop the innocence hypothesis just as state testing may
develop the guilt hypothesis. The state seeks not just to ambush, but by timing of
its tests and this trial actively to disarm the defense before the state attacks.

Access to FBI testresults and degradation data (data the FBI presumably must
have' or the FBI Laboratory simply could not do a quantitation analysis of a blood

vial that is more than 10 years ol'd and of dried blood evidence that is 16 months otd)

the evidence for testing is essential to the ability to present evidence in the

defendant's case-in-chief or in surrebuttal. Mr. Avery will be denied his Fifth and

sixth Amendmentrights to beheard inhis own defense (due process) and to present

a defense (compulsory Process and sixth Amendment right to a fair trial, including

with the effective assistance of counsel) if he is unable to test the blood vial and
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blood on Teresa Halbach's car for EDTA quantitation and degradatiory assuming

that the state is aliowed to conduct such tests and to offer the results into evidence.

The Court accordingly should declare a mistrial if it rules the results of FBI

Laboratory testing admissible, and reschedule a new triar only after sufficient time
to complete independent defense testing. Alternativery, the Court conceivably could
adjourn the present trial for the months necessary to complete independent defense

testing' Flowever, Mr' Avery is unsure how the Courtwould isolate the currentjury
from prejudicial publicity and from general extrajudicial information about the case

during such an extended adjournment.

9' Public Funding' The finat problem the Court must confront in deciding

whether to grant an adjournment or mistrial to allow the defense a fair opportunity

to conduct independent testing of the blood vial, or to challenge the state,s test

results' is expense' Mr' Avery cannot pay for such testing or expert assistance.

while defense counsel in theory could, by reaching into their own pockets, defense

counsel is not obliged to fund a client's defense. In this country, prosecutors do not
personally fund the plaintiff's case in a criminal prosecutiory and defense lawyers

need not personally fund the defendant's case. so Mr. Avery furns to the question

of cost.
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rn Ake a' oklahoma, 470 u.s. 68 (1985), the supreme Court held that the due
process clause guaranty of fundamental fairness is implicated ,,when 

[an indigent]
defendant demonstrates to the trial judge that his sanity at the time of the offense
is to be a significant factor at trial." The Akecourt held further that ,,the 

state must,
at minimum' assure the defendant access to a competent psychiatrist who will
conduct an appropriate examination and assist in evaluatiory preparation and
presentation of the defense." Ake 470 u.s. at 83. Ake deart specifically with
psychiatric experts.

The same yeat, jn caldwell a. Mississippi,472TJ.s.g20 (19g5), the supreme

Court found "no need to determine as a matter of federal constifutional law what,
if any' showing would have entitled the defendant to assistance of the type there
sought [a criminal investig ator, afingerprint expert, and aballistics expertf ,,, given
that petitioner offered little more than undeveloped assertions that the requested

assistance would be beneficiar. catdwell472u.s. at 223 n.-r..

Ake and Caldtuell,taken together, hold that a defendant, to be entitled to funds
to pay for an expert, must show more than a mere possibility of assistance from an

expert' Rather' the defendant must show a reasonable probability that an expert

would aid in his defense and that the denial of an expert to assist at trial would
result in a fundamenta[y unfair triar. Moore a. Kemp, g09 F. 2d,702,7r2 (rrthcir.),
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cert' denied' 487 u's' 1054 (7g1n. Neither Ake nor Caldruelllimits the application of
the principle to a psychiatrist. The reported cases interpretin gAkegenerallyhas not
ruled that Ake is iimited to cases invorving a psychiakist, either.

Indeed' other jurisdictions have expanded the principles n Ake beyond

psychiatric assistance. see pork a. state, 612 so. 2d g'I(Miss. rgg2) (apprying

reasoning of Ake to hold that due process considerations require defendant to have

access to a DNA expert); state a. Bridges, g2s N.c. 529, 385 s.E.2d gg7 (7ggg\

(fingerprint expert); state a. Moore,321 N.c. g27, g64s.E.2d 648 (1ggg) (fingerprint

identification expert appointed where a charge against mentally retarded, indigent
defendant was based primarily on palm print found at scene of crime); state a. Coker,

412 N'W '2d 589 (Iowa 1gB7) (defendant entitled to expert on intoxication where

defendant's criminal responsibility at the time of offense was significant trial issue);

Little a' Armontrout, 835 F.2d 7240 (Bth cir. 1gB7), cert. denied, 4g7 u.s. 1210 (1ggg)

(hypnosis expert); Thornton o. state,255 Ga. 4g4, ggg s.E.2d.240 (rgs6) (allowed

appointment of dental expert where impressions of defendant,s teeth were the only
connecting link between the defendant and the homicide , and.impressions were

subject to varying expert opinions) ;washingtonu. state,Bo0 p.2d 252,25g-54 (Okla.

Crim' App' 1990) (notingthatsupreme Court's decisionin Ake, didnotpreclude the

possibilif that the principle s of Akeshould be extended to any [necessary] expert,,,
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the court remanded for an evidentiary hearing to determine whether a forensic

odontologist and a chemist were required as "basic tools" of the defense, so that the

state would be required to fund these experts); Rey a, state, Bg7 s.w.zd 333 (Tex.

Crim' App' 1995) (pathologist in capital murder case); McBride a. state,B3g s.w.2d
248 (Tex' Crim' App' 1gg2) (chemist in confrolled substance case ); Dubose a. state,

662 So ' 2d 1189 , 1197 (Ala. 1gg5) (DNA); Wiltiams a . Martin, 61,8 F .2d 1021, 102s-26

(4th cir' 1980) ("there can be no doubt that an effective defense sometimes requires

the assistance of an expertwitness . . moreover, provision for experts reasonably

necessary to assist indigents is now considered essential to the operation of a just
judicial system"); Mason a, Arizona, s04F.2d1}4s,1351 (9th Cir.197a)(due process

and effective assistance of counser "requires, whennecessary, the . . . appointment

of investigative assistance for indigent defendants in order to ensure effective

preparation of their defense by their attorneys',), cert. d"enied,420u.s.936 (197s); cf,

westbrook a' Zant, 704 F.zd 'l'487, 14g4-g7 (11th Cir. 19g3) (state must furnish

psychiatric or psychological experts to indigent capital defendant if evidence is not
available from other sources, and experts therefore necessary to prove mitigating

circumstances); Knott u. Mabry, 671. F.2d,7208, 1212-1g (gth Cir. 1gs2) (failure of

counsel to obtain expert to contradict government witness may constitute

"constitutional flaw in the representation of a defendant !,); starr o. Lockhart,2j

fl
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F'3d 1280 (Bth cir'), cert' denied,513u.s. 995 (lgg0)(error to deny defense expert at
guilt phase; defense must be provided with expert assistance where defense shows

reasonabie probability that an expert would aid in the defen se); Kade u , state,65g so.

2d (Fla' ct' App' 7gg5) (DNA evidence); and Hoskins u. state,702 so. 2d 202 (Fla.
1997) (neuropsychorogicar testing and transportation costs).

rn Johnson a' Gibson, 'l-69 F.3d 72gg (10th Cir. 1999), th" court confronted

petitioner's request for funds to retain a forensic expert to rebut the testimony of a
forensic chemist, a prosecution witness who presented evidence thathair, fiber and

semen samples found on the victim matched those of petitioner. The lohnsoncourt
evaluated the petitioner's Ake challenge to the trial court's decision denying public

funding. "In assessing due process challenges to denial of funds for non_psychiatric

experts' 'we consider three factors: 1) the effect on [the petitioner,s] private interest

in the accuracy of the trial if the requested service is not provided ;2) theburden on

the governmenfs interest if the service is provided; and 3) the probable value of
additional service and the risk of error in the proceeding if such assistance is not
offered'" Moore,153 F.3d at1112 (quoting r,rnited states a. Kennedy,64F.Bd146s,

7473 (1,0th Cir. 1995)).

The first and second prongs of this test were easily satisfied because as the

supreme Court has held, "[t]he private interest in the accuracy of a criminal
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proceeding that places an individual's life or liberty at risk is almost uniqueiy
compellin'"' and although the state's interest in financial economy may weigh
against the provision of experts to indigent defendants, "its interest in prevailing at
trial - unlike that of a private litigant - is necessarily tempered by its interest in
the fair and accurate adjudication of criminal cases." Ake, 470u.s. at 7g-zg. Thus
the critical factor in assessing whether a particular expert is a required ,,basic 

tool,,
of an adequate defense is the third prong of the test that deals with the probable

value and risk of error associated with additional assistance. But in lohnson, the
Tenth Circuit determined that letters from two forensic experts were not sufficient

to show that denial of petitioner's request for expert assistance substantially

prejudiced his case at the guilt phase of the triar, because ,,other than merely
undermining certain aspects of the prosecution's forensic evidence . . . petitioner,s

proffered expert rebuttal evidence does not purport to show that he could not have

committed the crime.,,

wisconsin's test for a defense request for public funding for an expert,s

assistance is more general. "[T]he defendant must make a plausible showing that
the proposed expert witness will be both materiar and favorable to his or her

defense, i.4., neces sary." state a. KirschbaumJgs wis. 2d1r,20,sgsN.w.2d 462,46s
(ct' App' 1995) (applying Ake to a defense request for a child psychologist and a
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pediatrician to address the testimony of the state's principal witness, a child, in a
prosecution for child neglect causing death).

If the Court admits evidence of the FBI Laboratory's EDTA quantitation

testing at the state's request, Mr. Avery's case for public funding for independent

EDTA quantitation testing will be much stronger than the defendan { s tnJohnson ot
m Krschbaum' rn this case, there is no real dispute that steven Avery,s blood was

found in Teresa Halbach's Toyota. The fighting issue is whether he bled there while
he was in the Toyota, or whether someone else planted his blood there. If he was

in her Toyota and bleeding in various places, including the rear passenger door, that

is highly incriminating, given where searchers discovered the Toyota, partly

concealed' But if someone else planted Mr. Avery's blood, then the blood does

nothing to incriminate him and, indeed, strongly suggests that someone sought to

frame him more generally for the crimes against Ms. Halbach. For example, if the

jury concludes that someone planted Mr. Avery's blood in the Toyota, then it is
much more likely that the jury also will conclude that the Toyota key, too, was

planted in his bedroom (and his DNA on it), given the undeniabry pecuiiar

circumstances of the key's purported discovery after several earlier searches of the

same small bedroom.
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If in theory EDTA quantitation testing can be done reliably, and can produce

helpful results on relative levels of EDTA in the blood vial from the clerk,s office,

and in the dried blood in Teresa Halbach's Toyota, all adjusted reliably for
degradation over time and in differing environments, then such independent

defense testing will be highly probative of the core issue of guilt or innocence. If the

FBI reliably can offer evidence that the EDTA quantities, by given volume of blood
and again adjusted by degradation rates over time and environment, are

meaningfully higher in the blood in the vial than in the Toyota stains, then Mr.

Avery probably is guilty. But if independent tests either call the FBI results into
question or show that the EDTA quantities, by given vorume of blood and adjusted

by degradation rates over time and environmen! are not meaningfully different in
the blood vial than in the Toyota stains, then Mr. Avery probably is innocent. In
other words' if the blood in the Toyota well may have come from the vial, then Mr.

Avery probably is being framed.

The most important aspect of Mr. Avery's need, of course, is the fact that the

state itself has sought and secured EDTA quantitation testing. If that testing is

importantand admissible for the prosecutioninrebuttingMr. Avery,s defense, then

it is just as important and admissible for Mr. Avery in establishing and supporting

his defense, either in his case-in-chief or in surrebuttal. Notwithstanding other
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evidence' if scientific testing witl be critical for one side then it will be critical for
both sides' if the Court admits any EDTA quantitation test results at all. such tests

aPpear new and at the cutting edge of human knowledge. More importantly still,
perhaps' jurors reasonably could conclude that scientists, whether at the FBI

Laboratory or at a university labora toty,have much less at stake and offer more

objective evidence than do Lt. Lenk, sgt. colborn or, for that matter, steven Avery.

Clearly' if the state's testing is admissibie, Mr. Avery meets the standard for public
funding of his independent testing and expert assistance to meet and defeat that
scientific evidence.

10' Conclusion' This Court would make a serious mistake, and deny Mr.
Avery due process and afairkial, were it to admit scientific testimony and evidence

on EDTA quantitation from the state, but deny Mr. Avery the opportunify to
conduct his own independent testing and to secure an expert to challenge the FBI

results' The Court would make precisely that mistake by pressing forward with this

trial on a timetable that forecloses an opporfunity for the defense to conduct testing

and secure an expert who can evaluate the FBI results. This is the path the Court

presently is on, at the state,s urging.

Mr' Avery invites the Court to change course. This is a long trial, and it
should be done right the first time, for everyone's sake. If the Court presses
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forward' denying the defense the chance to assess, challenge, and meet by

independent testing the state's EDTA quantitation evidence, Mr. Avery,s jury will
decide this case having heard scientific evidence from one side only, in an area that

is new' not peer reviewed , ptobabry not even validated , andcontroversial. That is

unfair.

There is one last point that the Court should understand without mistake.

Evenfually, because the state has presewed half of all necessary samples, there will
be independent defense testing of blood for EDTA quantitation, unless Mr. Avery

is acquitted now' If that independent defense testing later casts doubt on the FBI

results' there almost surely will be a retrial. A second trial would not fully serve the

people of wisconsin, who would have to fund two trials rather than one; it would

not serve the Haibachs, who would have to endure a whole new triai months or

years from now; and it certainly would not serve Mr. Avery, who could for the

second time go to prisonfor a crime thatscientific testinglatermay provehe did not

commit.

If this court is inclined to admit the FBI's EDTA quantitation test results, or

any other scientific test results the state obtains and first discloses during trial, the

Court ought either declare a mistrial now or devise awayto assure that the present

jury will not be affected by prejudicial publicity during an adjournment of several
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months' until the defense is able to obtain expert assistance and conduct
independent testing' such expert assistance and independent testing should be at
public expense as a matter of due process.

WHEREFoR' steven Avery asks the Court to enter an order providing the

relief described above.

Dated at Madison, Wisconsin, Febru ary 25,2007.

Respectfully submitted,

SrnvsN A. Avnnv, Defendant
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